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The Death Penalty 2013-06-29 from 1965 until 1980 there was a virtual moratorium on executions
for capital offenses in the united states this was due primarily to protracted legal proceedings
challenging the death penalty on constitutional grounds after much sturm und drang the supreme
court of the united states by a divided vote finally decided that the death penalty does not invariably
violate the cruel and unusual punishment clause of the eighth amendment the court s decisions
however do not moot the controversy about the death penalty or render this excellent book
irrelevant the ball is now in the court of the legislature and the executive leg islatures federal and
state can impose or abolish the death penalty within the guidelines prescribed by the supreme court
a chief executive can commute a death sentence and even the supreme court can change its mind
as it has done on many occasions and did with respect to various aspects of the death penalty itself
durlog the moratorium period also the people can change their minds some time ago a majority
according to reliable polls favored abolition today a substantial majority favors imposition of the
death penalty the pendulum can swing again as it has done in the past
The Death Penalty 2008 discusses the controversial viewpoints regarding the death penalty
Debating the Death Penalty 2005-03-24 experts on both side of the issue speak out both for and
against capital punishment and the rationale behind their individual beliefs
The Death Penalty 2017-12-15 when a violent crime is committed some people believe the only fair
punishment is for the perpetrator to be put to death others feel that this practice is inhumane and
that no one should be deliberately killed regardless of what he or she may have done this volume
examines the history of the death penalty the ways it is administered and the arguments for and
against it chapter questions encourage discussion among readers and detailed charts and
compelling sidebars enhance readers understanding of this hotly debated topic
The Death Penalty 2017-12-15 is capital punishment morally justified although the issue generates
strong opinions there are no easy answers when it comes to taking the life of a human being
supporters of the death penalty believe it deters law breaking and is the only punishment strong
enough for horrific crimes such as child murder and genocide opponents argue that it violates
human rights and point to its finality in the face of judicial system error and unfairness this resource
presents a fascinating progression of current viewpoints that reflect the many facets of the death
penalty debate
Thoughts on the Death Penalty 1845 in the history of the death penalty in colorado noted death
penalty scholar michael radelet chronicles the details of each capital punishment trial and execution
that has taken place in colorado since 1859 the book describes the debates and struggles that
coloradans have had over the use of the death penalty placing the cases of the 103 men whose
sentences were carried out and 100 more who were never executed into the context of a gradual
worldwide trend away from this form of punishment for more than 150 years coloradans have been
deeply divided about the death penalty with regular questions about whether it should be expanded
restricted or eliminated it has twice been abolished but both times state lawmakers reinstated the
contentious punitive measure prison administrators have contributed to this debate with some
refusing to participate in executions and some lending their voices to abolition efforts colorado has
also had a rich history of experimenting with execution methods first hanging prisoners in public and
then starting in 1890 using the twitch up gallows for four decades in 1933 colorado began using a
gas chamber and eventually moved to lethal injection in the 1990s based on meticulous archival
research in official state archives library records and multimedia sources the history of the death
penalty in colorado will inform the conversation on both sides of the issue anywhere the future of the
death penalty is under debate
The History of the Death Penalty in Colorado 2017-01-15 in this volume swedish human rights
activist and political figure hans göran franck examines the administration of the death penalty from
a historical perspective the author s opinions are based on his lifelong work and devotion to
abolishing the barbaric punishment building upon previously unpublished material and considerable
detail drawn from franck s personal experiences it focuses on both the progressive developments
within european countries and institutions over several decades and the frustratingly retrograde
situation that prevails in the united states the author dedicated this book to those facing a sentence
of death during the course of his work the author traveled to numerous countries and met many
condemned men and women publication of this important volume which comes a few years after
hans göran franck s untimely passing coincides with a major development to which he contributed
the adoption of protocol no 13 to the european convention on human rights which abolishes capital



punishment in both wartime and peacetime william a schabas a law professor who specializes in the
subject of capital punishment has ensured that the manuscript is up to date and contributed the
introductory chapter
The Barbaric Punishment 2021-09-13 this volume consists of papers and interviews which attempt to
shed a strong light on the ethical problems that the death penalty presents to put a finger on what
constitutes the core problem of this punishment and to show where humanity stands in this respect
in the first quarter of the 21 st century its contributors are robert renny cushing michele duvivier
pierre louis tsakhia elbegdorj gilbert gill garcetti hanne sophie greve phillip f iya sylvie zainabo
kayitesi ioanna kucuradi ed gloria macapagal arroyo joaquin jos e martínez federico mayor ibrahim
najjar rajiv narayan navanethem navi pillay bill richardson jos e luis rodriguez zapatero horacio
verbitsky and asunta vivo
The Death Penalty - Justice or Revenge? 2002-01-01 discusses the history of the death penalty the
different methods of execution and how public opinion changes based on the legal and ethical issues
that surround this controversial issue
The Death Penalty 2007-12-15 describes the debate about the death penalty raising questions about
whether it is justified whether it is ever humane who dies and who lives and whether the death
penalty ever makes society safer
The Debate About the Death Penalty 2006-03-14 justice for deborah thornton is complete richard
thornton said after the execution of her killer karla faye tucker in texas i want to say to every victim
in the world demand this but which form of justice is this victim demanding retribution or restoration
taking seriously the claims of death penalty supporters lloyd steffen constructs a theory of just
execution for every acknowledged killer on death row there are dozens who maintain their innocence
supporters of the death penalty along with its opponents must demand fairness so that innocent
persons are not subjected to the terror of an unjust execution reminding us that jesus likewise faced
the terror of unjust execution steffen asks christians to reacquaint themselves with the symbol of the
cross as an instrument of state terror rather than a divine decoration
Executing Justice 1991 an up to date examination of legal changes and shifting attitudes
surrounding capital punishment
The Death Penalty in the Nineties 1999-01-01 conclusion sergei kovalev
The Death Penalty 2008 this new edition of a classic study assesses the global status of capital
punishment as in previous editions this work draws on roger hood s experiences as consultant to the
united nations for the secretary general s five yearly surveys of capital punishment as well as the
latest literature from non governmental organizations and academic experts this edition examines
significant developments around the world including the chinese plan for the people s supreme court
to review all death sentences and the abolition in the usa of the death penalty for offenders who
committed murder while under the age of 18 recent legal challenges to lethal injection as a form of
execution are also examined this edition also includes an additional chapter on the role and
influence of victims families and victim interest movements this volume shows how despite a
number of set backs the movement to abolish the death penalty has continued to gather pace that
international organizations and human rights treaties continue to put pressure on retentionist
countries that further developments have been made in securing protection for those facing the
death penalty in retentionist counties and that despite such advances in some parts of the world the
range of crimes subject to the death penalty remains wide and the number of executions
considerable this work engages with the latest debates on the realities of capital punishment with
claims that the death penalty is a unique deterrent to murder and other serious crimes and contains
expanded coverage of arguments about the role of public opinion in the debate on capital
punishment
The Death Penalty 2009-06-30 the death penalty arouses our passions as does few other issues
some view taking another person s life as just and reasonable punishment while others see it as an
inhumane and barbaric act but the intensity of feeling that capital punishment provokes often
obscures its long and varied history in this country now for the first time we have a comprehensive
history of the death penalty in the united states law professor stuart banner tells the story of how
over four centuries dramatic changes have taken place in the ways capital punishment has been
administered and experienced in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the penalty was
standard for a laundry list of crimes from adultery to murder from arson to stealing horses hangings
were public events staged before audiences numbering in the thousands attended by women and



men young and old black and white alike early on the gruesome spectacle had explicitly religious
purposes an event replete with sermons confessions and last minute penitence to promote the
salvation of both the condemned and the crowd through the nineteenth century the execution
became desacralized increasingly secular and private in response to changing mores in the
twentieth and twenty first centuries ironically as it has become a quiet sanitary technological
procedure the death penalty is as divisive as ever by recreating what it was like to be the
condemned the executioner and the spectator banner moves beyond the debates to give us an
unprecedented understanding of capital punishment s many meanings as nearly four thousand
inmates are now on death row and almost one hundred are currently being executed each year the
furious debate is unlikely to diminish the death penalty is invaluable in understanding the american
way of the ultimate punishment table of contents abbreviations introduction 1 terror blood and
repentance 2 hanging day 3 degrees of death 4 the origins of opposition 5 northern reform southern
retention 6 into the jail yard 7 technological cures 8 decline 9 to the supreme court 10 resurrection
epilogue appendix counting executions notes acknowledgments index reviews of this book banner
deftly balances history and politics crafting a book that will be valuable to anyone interested in
knowing more about capital punishment no matter what his or her views are on the ethical issues
surrounding the topic david pitt booklist reviews of this book in this well researched and clear
account banner charts how and why this country went from having one of the world s mildest
punitive systems to one of its harshest publishers weekly reviews of this book stuart banner s book is
fine and balanced and important his lucid history of this grim subject is scrupulously accurate it is
refreshingly free of the tendentiousness and the sensationalism that this subject invites richard a
posner new republic reviews of this book the contrast between the past and the present can now be
seen with great clarity thanks to stuart banner and his comprehensive book the death penalty
american historians have been slow to undertake anything like a full scale study of the subject
banner s book does much to fill the gaps his book is an important and comprehensive treatment of
the topic hugo adam bedau boston review reviews of this book despite the gruesome nature of the
book s topic it is difficult to stop reading banner s research is fascinating his writing style compelling
given the emotional nature of the subject few people known to me are wishy washy about whether
the death penalty is moral or immoral banner walks the line of neutrality skillfully without seeming
evasive steve weinberg legal times reviews of this book stuart banner s the death penalty is a tour
de force remarkable for its neutrality as it traces the ways in which the death penalty has been
applied and for what kinds of crimes from the colonial era to the present banner writes like a
historian who believes perspective is best gained by dispassionately setting out what happened and
letting everyone come to his or her own conclusions i think in this book that works wonderfully on a
subject in which emotions run so high it seems awfully useful to have a dispassionate voice after all
if banner allowed his own feelings on the death penalty pro con or somewhere in the middle to be
known the book easily could be dismissed as a diatribe he doesn t and it can t judith neuman beck
san jose mercury news reviews of this book law professor banner offers a persuasive examination of
the evolution of capital punishment from colonial times onward he makes clear that the death
penalty has possessed generally consistent support from the us populace although changes in the
sensibilities of juries executioners legal theoreticians and judges have occurred highly recommended
r c cottrell choice reviews of this book stuart banner aptly illustrates in the death penalty like the
nation the death penalty has changed with the times banner s account spotlights a number of
interesting trends in american history mostly evenhanded in the tour he provides through the history
of the death penalty and its role in and reflection of american society he has managed to provide an
accessible look at what is a profoundly controversial and complicated subject steven martinovich ft
lauderdale sun sentinel reviews of this book for centuries stuart banner tells us americans had been
proud to possess a criminal justice system that made less use of the death penalty than just about
any other place on the globe including the countries of western europe but no longer now we
possess one of the harshest criminal codes in the world the death penalty helps explain that
turnaround but only in the course of a complicated story in which different factors emerge at
different times to play often unforeseeable roles this is a superbly told history paul rosenberg denver
post and rocky mountain news reviews of this book stuart banner s lucid richly researched book
brings us for the first time a comprehensive history of american capital punishment from colonial
times to the present he describes the practices that characterized the institution at different periods
elucidates their ritual purposes and social meanings and identifies the forces that led to their



transformation the book s well ordered narrative is interspersed with individual case histories that
give flesh and blood to the account david garland times literary supplement reviews of this book an
informative even handed chillingly fascinating account of why and how the u s government and
many state governments decided to sponsor executions of criminals even though innocent
defendants might die too jane henderson st louis post dispatch reviews of this book stuart banner s
the death penalty is a splendidly objective achievement delightfully written free of academic
pretense liberally sprinkled with apt references from contemporary sources the book exhaustively
explores the multifaceted evolution of america s penal practices elsbeth bothe baltimore sun the
death penalty is certain to be the definitive account of the american experience with capital
punishment from its beginnings in the seventeenth century to the execution of timothy mcveigh in
2001 this is a first rate piece of scholarship well written deeply researched fascinating to read and
full of insights and good common sense it is in my view one of the finest books to deal with this
troubled and troubling subject historical and legal scholarship owe a debt of gratitude to stuart
banner lawrence friedman stanford law school a masterful book this is a long overdue account which
fills a huge gap in our understanding of america s long and complex relationship to state killing with
meticulous scholarship and lucid prose banner has written a compelling account of the place of
capital punishment in our society it sets the standard for all future scholarship on the history of the
death penalty in america austin sarat author of when the state kills capital punishment and the
american condition the death penalty a study we have badly needed is the first history of the nation
s engagement as well as its disengagement with capital punishment from the country s earliest days
to the present with a sure grasp of the constitutional issues stuart banner greatly advances a
conversation at last underway about the rightness of putting people to death for having inflicted a
death banner s greatest and most useful feat is remaining dispassionate on a subject that he cares
deeply about as do a growing number of his fellow americans william s mcfeely author of proximity
to death the death penalty beautifully explains the changing paths traveled by supporters and
opponents of capital punishment over the years it explores a subject of enormous symbolic
importance to americans today linking our views about the death penalty to our larger concerns
about crime david oshinsky author of worse than slavery parchman farm and the ordeal of jim crow
justice banner s book is a superbly detailed and textured social history of a subject too often treated
in legal abstractions it demonstrates how capital punishment has gnawed at the conscience and
imagination of americans and how it has challenged their efforts to define themselves culturally
politically and racially robert weisberg stanford law school
The Death Penalty 1968 this book addresses the myriad controversies and examines the evidence
regarding capital punishment in america it answers questions regarding topics like the efficacy of
capital punishment in deterring violent crime the risks of mistakes legal issues related to capital
punishment and the monetary costs of keeping inmates on death row does the possibility of being
put to death deter crime do the methods of execution matter is it possible for a state ordered
execution to be botched are innocent people ever sent to death row are there racial biases or other
prejudices associated with the death penalty this book examines the history of capital punishment in
the united states describes the significant issues events and cases and addresses the controversies
and legal issues surrounding capital punishment making this important topic accessible to a wide
range of readers the book presents both sides of the argument on whether capital punishment
should continue or be abolished looking at the evidence regarding whether it is necessary for
carrying out justice and deterring violent crime or whether the practice is inhumane ineffective
biased in its application and costly readers will gain insights into how capital punishment should be
used if at all whether effective safeguards are in place to ensure that only the guilty receive the
death penalty what crimes deserve this sentence whether juveniles or individuals with diminished
mental capacity should ever be sentenced to death potentially viable alternatives to the death
penalty and the hidden costs involved in our capital punishment system that make it so expensive
the book also contains primary documents relevant to capital punishment such as excerpts from
documents like the u s constitution the hittite case laws and the code of hammurabi as well as
descriptions of and excerpts from key cases decided by the u s supreme court
The Death Penalty in America 2017-06-22 two distinguished social and political philosophers take
opposing positions in this highly engaging work louis p pojman justifies the practice of execution by
appealing to the principle of retribution we deserve to be rewarded and punished according to the
virtue or viciousness of our actions he asserts that the death penalty does deter some potential



murderers and that we risk the lives of innocent people who might otherwise live if we refuse to
execute those deserving that punishment jeffrey reiman argues that although the death penalty is a
just punishment for murder we are not morally obliged to execute murderers since we lack
conclusive evidence that executing murderers is an effective deterrent and because we can foster
the advance of civilization by demonstrating our intolerance for cruelty in our unwillingness to kill
those who kill others reiman concludes that it is good in principle to avoid the death penalty and bad
in practice to impose it
The Death Penalty 2000-01-01 a crossroad book includes bibliographical references
The Death Penalty 1979 in 1976 the us supreme court ruled in gregg v georgia that the death
penalty was constitutional if it complied with certain specific provisions designed to ensure that it
was reserved for the worst of the worst the same court had rejected the death penalty just four
years before in the furman decision because it found that the penalty had been applied in a
capricious and arbitrary manner the 1976 decision ushered in the modern period of the us death
penalty setting the country on a course to execute over 1 400 inmates in the ensuing years with
over 8 000 individuals currently sentenced to die now forty years after the decision the eminent
political scientist frank baumgartner along with a team of younger scholars marty davidson
kaneesha johnson arvind krishnamurthy and colin wilson have collaborated to assess the empirical
record and provide a definitive account of how the death penalty has been implemented each
chapter addresses a precise empirical question and provides evidence not opinion about whether
how the modern death penalty has functioned they decided to write the book after justice breyer
issued a dissent in a 2015 death penalty case in which he asked for a full briefing on the
constitutionality of the death penalty in particular they assess the extent to which the modern death
penalty has met the aspirations of gregg or continues to suffer from the flaws that caused its
rejection in furman to answer this question they provide the most comprehensive statistical account
yet of the workings of the capital punishment system authoritative and pithy the book is intended for
both students in a wide variety of fields researchers studying the topic and not least the supreme
court itself
The Death Penalty and Torture 2018 a comprehensive history of the death penalty in the west that
provides more material on capital punishment in western christian history than is available in any
other work in english
Deadly Justice 1997 should a convicted murderer be given the death penalty ted gottfried takes a
balanced view and examines the many sides of this issue discussing the history of capital
punishment and specific cases involving this topic
The Death Penalty 1982 a study of capital punishment issues including american attitudes deterence
problems and discussions for and against the death penalty
Capital Punishment 2008-08-29 the english translation of a behind the scenes account of the
abolition of the death penalty in france
The Death Penalty in America 2011 a textbook on the death penalty that engages the reader with a
full account of the arguments and issues surrounding capital punishment it begins with the history of
the death penalty from colonial to modern times and then examines the moral and legal arguments
for and against capital punishment
Abolition 2008 this book addresses one of the most controversial issues in the criminal justice
system today the death penalty paternoster et al present a balanced perspective that focuses on
both the arguments for and against capital punishment coverage draws on legal historical
philosophical economic sociological and religious points of view topics include the history of the
death penalty in the united states from the 1600s to today the changing nature of the death penalty
changes in the types of crimes that warranted the penalty the procedures employed to put capital
offenders on trial and the methods used to impose death constitutional legal issues surrounding the
death penalty the influence of race on the administration of the death penalty both in the past and in
the present justifications for and against the death penalty retribution cost public safety and
religious arguments questions about the execution of innocents exonerated capital offenders and
flaws in the operation of the death penalty public opinion and the death penalty the death penalty
and international law and practice the future of the death penalty in america
Deathquest 2019-05-10 over a career spanning nearly four decades rick unklesbay has tried over
one hundred murder cases before juries that ended with sixteen men and women receiving the
death sentence arbitrary death depicts some of the most horrific murders in tucson arizona the



author s prosecution of those cases and how the death penalty was applied it provides the
framework to answer the questions why is america the only western country to still use the death
penalty can a human run system treat those cases fairly and avoid unconstitutional arbitrariness it is
an insider s view from someone who has spent decades prosecuting murder cases and who now
argues that the death penalty doesn t work and our system is fundamentally flawed with a rational
balanced approach unklesbay depicts cases that represent how different parts of the criminal justice
system are responsible for the arbitrary nature of the death penalty and work against the fair
application of the law the prosecution trial courts juries and appellate courts all play a part in what
ultimately is a roll of the dice as to whether a defendant lives or dies arbitrary death is for anyone
who wonders why and when its government seeks to legally take the life of one of its citizens it will
have you questioning whether you can support a system that applies death as an arbitrary
punishment and often decades after the sentence was given
The Death Penalty 1989 these essays show us the human and inhuman realities of capital
punishment through the eyes of the condemned and those who work with them by focusing on those
awaiting death they present the awful truth behind the statistics in concrete personal terms william j
bowers author of legal homicide between 1930 and 1967 there were 3 859 executions carried out
under state and civil authority in the united states since the ten year moratorium on capital
punishment ended in 1977 more than one hundred prisoners have been executed there are more
than two thousand men and women now living on death row awaiting their executions facing the
death penalty offers an in depth examination of what life under a sentence of death is like for
condemned inmates and their families how and why various professionals assist them in their
struggle for life and what these personal experiences with capital punishment tell us about the
wisdom of this penal policy the contributors include historians attorneys sociologists anthropologists
criminologists a minister a philosopher and three prisoners one of the prisoner contributors is willie
jasper darden jr whose case and recent execution after fourteen years on death row drew
international attention the inter disciplinary perspectives offered in this book will not solve the death
penalty debate but they offer important and unique insights on the full effects of american capital
punishment provisions while the book does not set out to generate sympathy for those convicted of
horrible crimes taken together the essays build a case for abolition of the death penalty this work
stands with the best of what s been written it represents the best of those who have seen the worst
colman mccarthy the washington post book world
Arbitrary Death 2008-01-07 since 1996 death sentences in america have declined by more than 60
percent reversing a generation long trend toward greater acceptance of capital punishment in theory
most americans continue to support the death penalty but it is no longer seen as a theoretical
matter prosecutors judges and juries across the country have moved in large numbers to give much
greater credence to the possibility of mistakes mistakes that in this arena are potentially fatal the
discovery of innocence documented in this book through painstaking analyses of media coverage
and with newly developed methods has led to historic shifts in public opinion and to a sharp decline
in use of the death penalty by juries across the country a social cascade starting with legal clinics
and innocence projects has snowballed into a national phenomenon that may spell the end of the
death penalty in america
Facing the Death Penalty 2005 the death penalty and the many issues and concerns that
emanate from the topic has been a part of the fiber of the american criminal justice system since
colonial days this volume explores the history of capital punishment in america from the 17th
century to the present while covering such timely topics as cruel and unusual punishment
deterrence race and gender discrimination the morality of state sanctioned killing and protecting the
innocent defendant
The Decline of the Death Penalty and the Discovery of Innocence 2014-01-27 when is the
death penalty considered cruel and unusual punishment or constitutionally permissible this book
exposes readers directly to landmark opinions of the u s supreme court that strive to answer difficult
questions regarding capital punishment this book provides far more than an effective overview of
the history current status and future of capital punishment in america it supplies excerpts of the
words of the justices themselves to make these judicial opinions readily accessible and
understandable to general audiences as a result readers can see what the justices had to say for
themselves regarding more than 30 important cases involving the death penalty without relying on
any intermediary interpretations of their statements after a brief historical summary of the debate



over capital punishment and the arguments favoring and opposing capital punishment the book
decodes how the justices have interpreted and applied constitutional provisions to historical and
contemporary controversies each case includes brief narrative commentaries inserted by the authors
to provide context for the justices words additionally the excerpted judicial opinions are presented as
primary source documents for the reader s inspection and reflection
The Death Penalty 2004-03-11 hugo bedau has commanded a long and distinguished career as one
of the most widely respected opponents of capital punishment his work has addressed a variety of
perspectives in the death penalty debate from execution of the innocent to the philosophical and
moral grounds for abolition now his essays from the last fifteen years appear together in one volume
more than simply a collection of previously published articles killing as punishment represents a
unified interdisciplinary inquiry into several of the major empirical and normative issues raised by
the death penalty the essays have been revised and updated to survey the current state of the
death penalty against the background of the past half century and are divided along two major axes
one detailing a range of facts raised by the controversy over capital punishment the other presenting
a critical evaluation of the subject from a constitutional and ethical point of view drawing on his
encyclopedic knowledge of the field bedau addresses topics that include strong public support for
the death penalty wrongful convictions in capital cases the disappearance of executive clemency
constitutional arguments surrounding t
The Death Penalty 2002 presents differing opinions on the death penalty discussing such topics as
the death penalty as a deterrant to crime wrongful executions and if the death penalty is cruel and
unusual punishment
Killing as Punishment 2010-08-24 america s leading writer about the law takes a close incisive
look at one of society s most vexing legal issues scott turow is known to millions as the author of
peerless novels about the troubling regions of experience where law and reality intersect in real life
as a respected criminal lawyer he has been involved with the death penalty for more than a decade
including successfully representing two different men convicted in death penalty prosecutions in this
vivid account of how his views on the death penalty have evolved turow describes his own
experiences with capital punishment from his days as an impassioned young prosecutor to his recent
service on the illinois commission which investigated the administration of the death penalty and
influenced governor george ryan s unprecedented commutation of the sentences of 164 death row
inmates on his last day in office along the way he provides a brief history of america s ambivalent
relationship with the ultimate punishment analyzes the potent reasons for and against it including
the role of the victims survivors and tells the powerful stories behind the statistics as he moves from
the governor s mansion to illinois state of the art super max prison and the execution chamber
ultimate punishment this gripping clear sighted necessary examination of the principles the
personalities and the politics of a fundamental dilemma of our democracy has all the drama and
intellectual substance of turow s celebrated fiction
The Death Penalty 2010 these original essays examine the complex history of the death penalty
focusing on specific geographic areas to illuminate the circumstances of law and politics
Ultimate Punishment 2007-08-30 the death penalty is one of the country s most controversial issues
the fairness of its application is debated in coffeehouses classrooms political arenas and the media
however despite its representation in the media most death cases receive surprisingly little national
media attention in fact of the 1000 people executed in the united states since 1977 and the 3 500
inmates currently awaiting execution only a handful of cases can be recalled by the public those that
are memorable are so because only a few are dramatically represented in the media why is it that
those that receive the most serious penalty are virtually nameless while the death penalty in general
is one of the most discussed aspects of the criminal justice system what makes some executions
more newsworthy than others what are the implications of this coverage for the public s
understanding of this significant issue this book looks at those death row cases that received the
most intensive media coverage from the 1970s through the present and why at the same time it
focuses on changes in public opinion about the death penalty and how newspaper coverage and
evolving mass sentiment relate to one another kudlac covers such celebrated cases as karla faye
tucker timothy mcveigh aileen wuornos john wayne gacy and others that captured the attention of
the american public and affected public opinion about the death penalty through the help of the
media he considers issues such as religion politics race gender and class as he reveals the reasons
for our attention to certain cases above others the book concludes with a consideration of where we



go from here with new investigative techniques that have helped to exonerate some death row
inmates and various other considerations that have come into play in recent cases the future of the
death penalty will continue to be shaped by the media and the public
Invitation to an Execution 2001 the topics covered in this volume include how capital cases are
different in the legal process how death penalty offenders are selected the selective application of
the death penalty to women and juveniles problems in providing competent counsel to death penalty
defendants medical issues related to organ donation and physician participation in executions the
execution of blacks for rape in the south how the death penalty was imposed and carried out in the
past reflections on death row life by inmates under death sentence the last words of men and
women before execution the dilemma of defending the innocent on death row feature articles on two
louisiana inmates antonio james and john a brown jr executed in 1996 and 1997 the ethics of the
death penalty today
Public Executions 2009-09-01 discusses the history of execution the process from sentencing to
execution moral issues involved in the death penalty arguments for and against it and the shrinking
number of countries with it
Death Watch 2004-11-18 why does the united states continue to employ the death penalty when
fifty other developed democracies have abolished it why does capital punishment become more
problematic each year how can the death penalty conflict be resolved in the contradictions of
american capital punishment frank zimring reveals that the seemingly insoluble turmoil surrounding
the death penalty reflects a deep and long standing division in american values a division that he
predicts will soon bring about the end of capital punishment in our country on the one hand
execution would seem to violate our nation s highest legal principles of fairness and due process it
sets us increasingly apart from our allies and indeed is regarded by european nations as a barbaric
and particularly egregious form of american exceptionalism on the other hand the death penalty
represents a deeply held american belief in violent social justice that sees the hangman as an agent
of local control and safeguard of community values zimring uncovers the most troubling symptom of
this attraction to vigilante justice in the lynch mob he shows that the great majority of executions in
recent decades have occurred in precisely those southern states where lynchings were most
common a hundred years ago it is this legacy zimring suggests that constitutes both the distinctive
appeal of the death penalty in the united states and one of the most compelling reasons for
abolishing it impeccably researched and engagingly written contradictions in american capital
punishment casts a clear new light on america s long and troubled embrace of the death penalty
Death Penalty
The Contradictions of American Capital Punishment
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